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What can neuroscience contribute to the psychodynamic understanding of creativity and the imagination? A Curious
Intimacy is an innovative study into the interrelation between art and neuro-psychoanalysis which significantly narrows
the divide between the humanities and the sciences. Situating our grasp of the creative mind within the historical context
of theories of sublimation, Lois Oppenheim proposes a change in paradigm for the study of the creative process,
questioning the idea that creativity serves, above all, the reparation of early object relationships and the resolution of
conflict. The book is divided into two parts. Part One, Art and the Brain, introduces the field of neuro-psychoanalysis and
examines the contribution it can make to the discussion of gender and art. Part Two, A New Direction for Interdisciplinary
Psychoanalysis, draws on the verbal and visual artistry of Samuel Beckett, Paul Klee and Martha Graham to put to the
test the proposed new direction for applied psychoanalysis. Lois Oppenheim concludes by addressing the future of
psychoanalysis as it becomes increasingly informed by neuroscience and raising questions about what the neurobiology
of emotion and feeling has to tell us about the creative experience of an individual and what might constitute a 'neuropsychoanalytic aesthetics'. A Curious Intimacy will have great appeal for all those interested in the study of imagination
and creativity. It will also be of particular interest to students across the humanities and sciences and to psychotherapists
and psychoanalysts wanting to explore the contribution that neuro-psychoanalysis can make to our understanding of the
creative process.
Scansion in Psychoanalysis and Art examines a strain of artists spanning more than a century, beginning at the dawn of
photography and culminating in the discussion of contemporary artists, to illustrate various psychoanalytic concepts by
examining artists working in a multitude of media. Drawing on the theories of Sigmund Freud, who applied psychoanalytic
methods to art and literature to decipher the meaning and intention of the creator, as well as Jacques Lacan’s
dissemination of scansion as a powerful disruption of narrative, the book explores examples of the long and rich
relationship between psychoanalysis and the fine arts. Whilst guiding readers through the different artists and their
artforms – from painting and music to poetry, collage, photography, film, performance art, technology and body
modification – Sinclair interrogates scansion as a generative process often inherent of the act of creation itself. This is an
intriguing book for psychoanalysts, psychologists and creative arts therapists who wish to explore the generative potential
of scansion and the relationship between psychoanalysis and the arts, as well as for artists and art historians interested
in a psychoanalytic view of these processes.
"Why are we so fascinated by beauty?" is a question many of us have asked ourselves, as have many who came before
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us. This book investigates the moment of ecstatic solitude in which everyone can experience emotions through films,
works of art or natural phenomenon, when, even if for a "magic" instant, we feel "alive" and masters of our own Self.
Expanding from the author’s personal experience, this book is a series of applied psychoanalytic essays on film,
literature, and aesthetic pleasure. It explores the complexity of loss and mourning, destructivity, perversion, and revenge,
as well as an exploration of what can facilitate transformation and how to lead a blocked healing process back to motion.
This fascinating and insightful book will be of interest to psychoanalysts, psychologists, teachers and students, and all
those with an interest in psychoanalysis and the arts.
Why do painters paint? Obviously, there are numerous possible reasons. They paint to create images for others’
enjoyment, to solve visual problems, to convey ideas, and to contribute to a rich artistic tradition. This book argues that
there is yet another, crucially important but often overlooked reason. Painters paint to feel. They paint because it enables
them to experience special feelings, such as being absorbed in creative play and connected to something vitally
significant. Painting may even transform the painter’s whole sense of being. Thus, painting is not only about producing
art, communicating content, and so on, but also about setting up and inhabiting an experiential space wherein highly
valued feelings are interactively enabled and supported. This book investigates how and why this happens by combining
psychoanalytical theorization on creativity with philosophical thinking on affectivity. It focuses on creative experience
itself, and illuminates the psychological mechanisms and dynamics that underlie the affects at stake. Painters’ own
descriptions of how they feel at work are used throughout to give an accurate, true-to-life portrayal of the experience of
painting. The strength of the book lies in its open-minded yet critical integration of contemporary psychoanalytic and
philosophical thinking, and in its truthfulness to painters’ experiential descriptions of the painterly process. On the whole,
it enriches our understanding of artistic creativity and sheds more light on how and why we come to feel the things we do.
As such, the book will appeal to philosophers, psychoanalysts, and art researchers alike.
Art, Creativity, and Psychoanalysis: Perspectives from Analyst-Artists collects personal reflections by therapists who are
also professional artists. It explores the relationship between art and analysis through accounts by practitioners who
identify themselves as dual-profession artists and analysts. The book illustrates the numerous areas where analysis and
art share common characteristics using first-hand, in-depth accounts. These vivid reports from the frontier of art and
psychoanalysis shed light on the day-to-day struggle to succeed at both of these demanding professions. From the
beginning of psychoanalysis, many have made comparisons between analysis and art. Recently there has been
increasing interest in the relationship between artistic and psychotherapeutic practices. Most important, both professions
are viewed as highly creative with spontaneity, improvisation and aesthetic experience seeming to be common to each.
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However, differences have also been recognized, especially regarding the differing goals of each profession: art leading
to the creation of an art work, and psychoanalysis resulting in the increased welfare and happiness of the patient. These
issues are addressed head-on in Art, Creativity, and Psychoanalysis: Perspectives from Analyst-Artists. The chapters
consist of personal essays by analyst/artists who are currently working in both professions; each has been trained in and
is currently practicing psychoanalysis or psychoanalytic psychotherapy. The goal of the book is to provide the audience
with a new understanding of psychoanalytic and psychotherapeutic processes from the perspective of art and artistic
creativity. Drawing on artistic material from painting, poetry, photography, music and literature, the book casts light on
what the creative processes in art can add to the psychoanalytic endeavor, and vice versa. Art, Creativity, and
Psychoanalysis: Perspectives from Analyst-Artists will appeal to psychoanalysts and psychoanalytic psychotherapists,
theorists of art, academic artists, and anyone interested in the psychology of art.
Activists working in post-traumatic societies have tended to resist psychoanalytical terms because they fear that
pathologizing individual suffering displaces the collective and political causes of traumatic violence. In a contrary
direction, some thinkers about discourse and power have latterly embraced what Judith Butler insists is 'the psychic life
of power'. An openly psychoanalytical modelling of trauma for approaching major historical events such as the Holocaust
adds yet a third position. Drawing on all three strands, this book poses the question of visual politics to psychoanalysis. It
also explores the relevance of the many psychoanalyses to the study of art and other images in post-traumatic
conditions. Visual Politics of Psychoanalysis builds on maverick art historian Aby Warburg's project of combining social,
cultural, anthropological and psychological analyses of the image in order to track the undercurrents of cultural violence
in the representational repertoire of Western modernity. In this innovative collection, a distinguished group of international
authors dare to think psychoanalytically about the legacies of political violence and suffering in relation to post-traumatic
cultures worldwide. Drawing on post-colonial and feminist theory, they analyse the image and the aesthetic in conditions
of historical trauma from enslavement and colonisation to the Irish Famine, from Denmark's national trauma about
migrants and cartoons to collective shock after 9/11, from individual traumas of loss registered in allegory to newsreels
and documentaries on suicide bombing in Israel/Palestine, from Kristeva's novels to Kathryn Bigelow's cinema.
In this provocative, closely argued book, Ellen Handler Spitz explores three principal psychoanalytic approaches to art.
The first considers the relations between an artist's life and work; the second focuses on the work of art itself; and the
third encompasses the intricate relations between a work of art and its audience or beholders. To illustrate her theoretical
discussion, Spitz draws on a variety of art forms, including painting, sculpture, literature, music, and dance. "No one who
is concerned with the psychoanalytic study of art can afford to neglect [this book]; no one who cares about the art of
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psychoanalysis should ignore it."--Aaron H. Esman, M.D., Journal of the American Psychoanalytic Association "This book
... should prove fascinating to all who are concerned with works of art as expressions of the human mind and
heart."--Shehira Davezac, Hospital and Community Psychiatry "This book is highly recommended to all who enjoy the
multiple applications of analytic thought to extend our senses."--Jay Lefer, Journal of the American Academy of
Psychoanalysis Ellen Handler Spitz holds degrees in art history, aesthetics, and education from Barnard College,
Harvard University, and Columbia University. She was trained as a special candidate at the Center for Psychoanalytic
Training and Research, Columbia University.
A revolution is brewing in psychoanalysis: after a century of struggle to define psychoanalysis as a science, the concept
of psychoanalysis as an art is finding expression in an unconventional 'return to Freud' that reformulates the relationship
between art and psychoanalysis and in this process, discovers and explores uncharted routes through art to re-think
problems in contemporary clinical work. This book explores recent contributions to the status of psychoanalytic thought in
relation to art and creativity and the implications of these investigations for todays analytic practice. The title, 'Art in
Psychoanalysis', reflects its double perspective: art and its contributions to theory and clinical practice on the one hand,
and the response from psychoanalysis and its "interpretation" of art. These essays expose the "aesthetic value of analytic
work when it is able to 'create' something new in the relation with the patient". The authors surprise the reader with an
immense array of fresh and stimulating hypotheses which reflect the originality of their own creative process that has
overturned ideas including the 'application of psychoanalysis' to art and the entity of the object of art.
For the past century psychoanalysts have attempted to understand the psychology of art, artists and aesthetic experience. This book
examines how contemporary psychoanalytic theory provides insight into understanding the psychological sources of creativity, Modern Art
and modern artists. The Artist’s Mind revisits the lives of eight modern artists including Henri Matisse, Marcel Duchamp, Jackson Pollock and
Andy Warhol, from a psychoanalytical viewpoint. It looks at how opportunities for a new approach to art at the turn of the twentieth century
offered artists a chance to explore different forms of creativity and artistic ambition. Key areas of discussion include: developmental sources
of the aesthetic sense psychological functions of creativity and art psychology of beauty, ugliness and the Sublime. co-evolution of the
modern self, modernism and art. cultural context of creativity, artistic identify and aesthetic experience. Through the examination of great
artists’ lives and psychological dynamics, the author articulates a new psychoanalytic aesthetic model that has both clinical and historical
significance. As such this book is essential reading for all those with an interest in the origins and fate of Modern Art.
In Freud's Art – Psychoanalysis Retold Janet Sayers provides a refreshing new introduction to psychoanalysis by retelling its story through
art. She does this by bringing together experts from psychoanalysis, art history, and art education to show how art and psychoanalysis
illuminate each other. Freud's Art begins with major founders of psychoanalysis - Freud, Jung, Spielrein and Klein. It then details art-minded
developments of their ideas by Adrian Stokes, Jacques Lacan, Marion Milner, Anton Ehrenzweig, Donald Winnicott, and Wilfred Bion before
concluding with the recent theories of Jean Laplanche and Julia Kristeva. The result is a book which highlights the importance of
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psychoanalysis, together with painting and the visual arts, to understanding the centrality of visual imagery, fantasy, nightmares and dreams
to all of us, artists and non-artists alike. Illustrated throughout with fascinating case histories, examples of well known and amateur art,
doodles, drawings, and paintings by both analysts and their patients, Freud's Art provides a compelling account of psychoanalysis for all
those studying, working in, or simply intrigued by psychology, mental health and creativity today.
Nominated for the 2019 Gradiva® Award for Best Book by the National Association for the Advancement of Psychoanalysis (NAAP) For Want
of Ambiguity investigates how the dialogue between psychoanalysis and neuroscience can shed light on the transformational capacity of
contemporary art. Through neuroscienfitic and psychoanalytic exploration of the work of Diamante Faraldo, Ai Weiwei, Ida Barbarigo, Xavier
Le Roy, Bill T. Jones, Cindy Sherman, Francis Bacon, Agnes Martin, and others, For Want of Ambiguity offers a new perspective on how
insight is achieved and on how art opens us up to new ways of being.
This book addresses aspects of how creativity is viewed in psychoanalytic theory and worked with in the consulting room, with particular
reference to human generativity and the life cycle, within the arts in the broadest sense and its workings in society and culture in the widest
sense.
Psychoanalysis and the Image brings together an influential team of international scholars who demonstrate innovative ways to apply
psychoanalytical resources in the study of international modern art and visual representation. Examines psychoanalytic concepts, values,
debates and controversies that have been hallmarks of visual representation in the modern and contemporary periods Covers topics
including melancholia, sex, and pathology to the body, and parent-child relations Advances theoretical debates in art history while offering
substantive analyses of significant bodies of twentieth century art Edited by internationally renowned art historian Griselda Pollock.
Why do human beings feel shame? What is the cultural dimension of shame and sexuality? Can theory understand the power of affect? How
is psychoanalysis integral to cultural theory? The experience of shame is a profound, painful and universal emotion with lasting effects on
many aspects of public life and human culture. Rooted in childhood experience, linked to sexuality and the cultural norms which regulate the
body and its pleasures, shame is uniquely human. Shame and Sexuality explores elements of shame in human psychology and the cultures
of art, film, photography and textiles. This volume is divided into two distinct sections allowing the reader to compare and contrast the
psychoanalytic and the cultural writings. Part I, Psychoanalysis, provides a psychoanalytic approach to shame, using clinical examples to
explore the function of unconscious fantasies, the shame shield in child sexual abuse, and the puzzling manner in which shame attaches
itself to sexuality. Part II, Visual Culture, is illustrated throughout with textual analysis; contributors explore shame and sexuality in art history,
politics and contemporary visual culture, including the gendering of shame, shame and abjection, and the relationship between shame and
shamelessness as a strategy of resistance. Claire Pajaczkowska and Ivan Ward bring together debates within and between the discourses of
psychoanalysis and visual culture, generating new avenues of enquiry for scholars of culture, theory and psychoanalysis.
Often derided as unscientific and self-indulgent, psychoanalysis has been an invaluable resource for artists, art critics and historians
throughout the twentieth century. Art and Psychoanalysis investigates these encounters. The shared relationship to the unconscious, severed
from Romantic inspiration by Freud, is traced from the Surrealist engagement with psychoanalytic imagery to the contemporary critic's use of
psychoanalytic concepts as tools to understand how meaning operates. Following the theme of the 'object' with its varying materiality, Walsh
develops her argument that psychoanalysis, like art, is a cultural discourse about the mind in which the authority of discourse itself can be
undermined, provoking ambiguity and uncertainty and destabilising identity. The dynamics of the dream-work, Freud's 'familiar unfamiliar',
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fetishism, visual mastery, abjection, repetition, and the death drive are explored through detailed analysis of artists ranging from Max Ernst to
Louise Bourgeois, including 1980s postmodernists such as Cindy Sherman, the performance art of Marina Abramovic and post-minimalist
sculpture. Innovative and disturbing, Art and Psychoanalysis investigates key psychoanalytic concepts to reveal a dynamic relationship
between art and psychoanalysis which goes far beyond interpretation. There is no cure for the artist - but art can reconcile us to the traumatic
nature of human experience, converting the sadistic impulses of the ego towards domination and war into a masochistic ethics of
responsibility and desire.
Painting, Psychoanalysis, and Spirituality examines the spiritual and transcendental dimension of painting. Using psychoanalytical ideas, the
author demonstrates the developmental processes that are the inner core of the creative process. Newton shows how painting can
psychologically transform the artist or viewer through engagement with the spiritual dimension of the art work through analyses of works of
contemporary artists such as Roger Hilton, Willem de Kooning, and Georg Baselitz, along with those of icon painters Fra Angelico, Leonardo,
Nicholas Poussin, and Cézanne, among others.

By inviting a ‘conversation’ between them, this book offers a nuanced introduction both to Cézanne—the ‘father of modern
art’—and perhaps the most vital body of theory in contemporary psychoanalysis, ‘post-Bionian field theory’, as it has been
evolving in Italy in the hands of Antonino Ferro, Giuseppe Civitarese, and others. Cézanne and Bion, each insisting on his own
truths, spearheaded quite new directions in painting and in psychoanalysis. Both point us towards a crucial insight: far from being
isolated, self-contained ‘subjects’, we fundamentally exist only within a larger interpersonal ‘field’. Cézanne’s painting can give
us a direct experience of this. For the Italian field analysts, building on Bion’s work, the field is accessed through reverie,
metaphor, and dream, which now come to occupy the heart of psychoanalysis. Here primitive ‘proto-emotions’ that link us all
might be transformed—as Cézanne transformed his ‘sensations’—into aesthetic form, into feelings-linked-to-thoughts that in turn
enrich and expand the field. The book draws on the words of artists (Cézanne himself, Mann), philosophers (Merleau-Ponty,
Bergson), art historians and theorists (Clark, Smith, Shaw), as well as psychoanalysts (Bion, Ferro, Civitarese, and others), and it
is the first to focus on one particular—and seminal—painter as a way of exploring this aesthetic and ‘field’ dimension in depth and
detail. Aimed at psychoanalysts, psychotherapists, artists, art historians, and the general reader, it suggests how far art and
contemporary psychoanalysis are mutually generative.
What is it like to be an artist? Drawing on interviews with professional artists, this book takes the reader inside the creative
process. The author, an artist and a psychotherapist, uses psychoanalytic theory to shed light on fundamental questions such as
the origin of new ideas and the artist’s state of mind while working. Based on interviews with 33 professional artists, who reflect on
their experiences of creating new works of art, as well as her own artistic practice, Patricia Townsend traces the trajectory of the
creative process from the artist’s first inkling or ‘pre-sense’, through to the completion of a work, and its release to the public.
Drawing on psychoanalytic theory, particularly the work of Donald Winnicott, Marion Milner and Christopher Bollas, the book
presents the artist’s process as a series of interconnected and overlapping stages, in which there is a movement between the
artist’s inner world, the outer world of shared ‘reality’, and the spaces in-between. Creative States of Mind: Psychoanalysis and
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the Artist’s Process fills an important gap in the psychoanalytic theory of art by offering an account of the full trajectory of the
artist’s process based on the evidence of artists themselves. It will be useful to artists who want to understand more about their
own processes, to psychoanalysts and psychotherapists in their clinical work, and to anyone who studies the creative process.
Art, Death and Lacanian Psychoanalysis examines the relationship between art and death from the perspective of Lacanian
psychoanalysis. It takes a unique approach to the topic by making explicit reference to the death drive as manifest in theories of
art and in artworks. Freud’s treatment of death focuses not on the moment of biological extinction but on the recurrent moments in
life which he called "the death drive" or the "compulsion to repeat": the return precisely of what is most unbearable for the subject.
Surprisingly, in some of its manifestations, this painful repetition turns out to be invigorating. It is this invigorating repetition that is
the main concern of this book, which demonstrates the presence of its manifestations in painting and literature and in the
theoretical discourse concerning them from the dawn of Western culture to the present. After unfolding the psychoanalytical and
philosophical underpinnings for the return of the death drive as invigorating repetition in the sphere of the arts, the authors
examine various aspects of this repetition through the works of Gerhard Richter, Jeff Wall, and contemporary Israeli artists Deganit
Berest and Yitzhak Livneh, as well as through the writings of Virginia Woolf and James Joyce. First to articulate the stimulating
aspect of the death drive in its relation to the arts and the conception of art as a varied repetition beyond a limit, Art, Death and
Lacanian Psychoanalysis will be indispensable to psychoanalysts, scholars of art theory and aesthetics and those studying at the
intersection of art and psychoanalysis.
This essential edition brings together a collection of classic papers from key figures in Kleinian and post-Kleinian thought that
explore the relationship between psychoanalysis and art.Sandra Gosso begins with a comprehensive and fascinating guide to the
history of this relationship which began with Freud and was developed further by Melanie Klein at a time when most analysts were
moving away from links with art. Melanie Klein's pivotal paper, "Infantile Anxiety Situations Reflected in a Work of Art and in the
Creative Impulse", follows the Introduction. The other papers featured are mainly from British analysts who expanded on Melanie
Klein's ideas, inspired by the influence of the creative Bloomsbury and Imago Groups.
"The first part of the book draws on the author's clinical work with career artists to examine the issues involved in embarking on an
artistic career. He also explore the artistic process and the concept of the artistic self in terms of self-objects and transformational
objects. Part two explores the relationship between dreams and art, and challenges the basic assumption of applied
psychoanalysis that the work of art is a dream or daydream expressed within a formal aesthetic framework. This section
alsoincludes important insights on working clinically with dreams. The final part focuses on psychoanalytic literary criticism and
illustrates the benefits that can ensure from interdisciplinary collaboration." "Written in an accessible, non-technical style,this book
will appeal to anyone with an interest in psychoanalytic criticism or psychoanalytical theories of dreams and creativity. It will also
prove a useful aid to clinicians working with serious artists or making use of dreams in psychoanalytic work."--BOOK JACKET.
The work of mid-twentieth century art theorist Anton Ehrenzweig is explored in this original and timely study. An analysis of the
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dynamic and invigorating intellectual influences, institutional framework and legacy of his work, Between Art Practice and
Psychoanalysis reveals the context within which Ehrenzweig worked, how that influenced him and those artists with whom he
worked closely. Beth Williamson looks to the writing of Melanie Klein, Marion Milner, Adrian Stokes and others to elaborate
Ehrenzweig?s theory of art, a theory that extends beyond the visual arts to music. In this first full-length study on his work,
including an inventory of his library, previously unexamined archival material and unseen artworks sit at the heart of a book that
examines Ehrenzweig?s working relationships with important British artists such as Bridget Riley, Eduardo Paolozzi and other
members of the Independent Group in London in the 1950s and 1960s. In Ehrenzweig?s second book The Hidden Order of Art
(1967) his thinking on Jackson Pollock is important too. It was this book that inspired American artists Robert Smithson and Robert
Morris when they deployed his concept of ?dedifferentiation?. Here Williamson offers new readings of process art c. 1970 showing
how Ehrenzweig?s aesthetic retains relevance beyond the immediate post-war era.
Psychoanalysis and the Artistic Endeavor offers an intriguing window onto the creative thinking of several well-known and highly
creative individuals. Internationally renowned writers, painters, choreographers, and others converse with the author about their
work and how it has been informed by their life experience. Creative process frames the discussions, but the topics explored are
wide-ranging and the interrelation of the personal and professional development of these artists is what comes to the fore. The
conversations are unique in providing insight not only into the art at hand and into the perspective of each artist on his or her own
work, but into the mind from which the work springs. The interviews are lively in a way critical writing by its very nature is not,
rendering the ideas all that much more accessible. The transcription of the live interview reveals the kind of reflection censored
elsewhere, the interplay of personal experience and creative process that are far more self-consciously shaped in a text written for
print. Neither private conversation nor public lecture, neither crafted response (as to the media) nor freely associative discourse
(as in the analytic consulting room), these interviews have elements of all. The volume guides the reader toward a deeper
psychologically oriented understanding of literary and visual art, and it engages the reader in the honest and often-provocative
revelations of a number of fascinating artists who pay testimony to their work in a way no one else can. This is a unique collection
of particular interest for psychoanalysts, scholars, and anyone looking for a deeper understanding of the creative process.
This book explores the role of chaos and control in the creative process as well as the difference between talent and creativity.
Part One describes explores some of the common biases and pitfalls in the analysis and therapy of creative people, the role of the
accidental in creative work, the nature of creative blocks, passion and its absence, as well as the problem of being able to exercise
one's freedom. The author describes the special needs of creative patients, the common problems arising in therapy, its solutions,
and, most importantly, the analyst's distinctive role when dealing with such patients. She also probes into the role of narcissism,
neurosis, and psychosis on creative work.
The Place of the Visual in Psychoanalytic Practice: Image in the Countertransference explores the place of the visual image in
psychoanalysis and psychotherapy, a still relatively unexplored topic in the psychoanalytic literature. Though ‘talking therapies’ are
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necessarily structured around the use of the spoken word, it can be difficult and at times misleading to explore the unconscious through
speech alone. This book examines how it may be further understood through recognising the presence of imagery as a form of non-verbal,
but valuable, means of communication. Drawing on the work of Freud, Bion, Winnicott and Ogden, alongside other British and American
contributions to this infrequently addressed subject, the book examines the connection between reverie, dream and daydream and explores
the reservoirs of imagery of both client and therapist, focusing mainly on the therapists' s visual countertransference. Covering essential
theory and a wealth of clinical material, The Place of the Visual in Psychoanalytic Practice: Image in the Countertransference is a rich yet
accessible guide to both recognising and using visual imagery within the clinical setting for both psychoanalysts and psychotherapists.
Throughout the history of psychoanalysis, the study of creativity and fine art has been a special concern. Psychoanalytic Studies of Creativity,
Greed and Fine Art: Making Contact with the Self makes a distinct contribution to the psychoanalytic study of art by focusing attention on the
relationship between creativity and greed. This book also focuses attention on factors in the personality that block creativity, and examines
the matter of the self and its ability to be present and exist as the essential element in creativity. Using examples primarily from visual art
David Levine explores the subjects of creativity, empathy, interpretation and thinking through a series of case studies of artists, including
Robert Irwin, Ad Reinhardt, Susan Burnstine, and Mark Rothko. Psychoanalytic Studies of Creativity, Greed and Fine Art explores the highly
ambivalent attitude of artists toward making their presence known, an ambivalence that is evident in their hostility toward interpretation as a
way of knowing. This is discussed with special reference to Susan Sontag’s essay on the subject of interpretation. Psychoanalytic Studies of
Creativity, Greed and Fine Art contributes to a long tradition of psychoanalytically influenced writing on creativity including the work of Deri,
Kohut, Meltzer, Miller and Winnicott among others. It will be of interest to psychoanalysts, psychoanalytic psychotherapists, historians and
theorists of art.
Mirroring and Attunement offers a new approach to psychoanalysis, artistic creation and religion. Viewing these activities from a broadly
relational perspective, Wright proposes that each provides a medium for creative dialogue: the artist discovers himself within his self-created
forms, the religious person through an internal dialogue with ‘God’, and the analysand through the inter-subjective medium of the analysis.
Building on the work of Winnicott, Stern and Langer, the author argues that each activity is rooted in the infant’s preverbal relationship with
the mother who ‘holds’ the emerging self in an ambience of mirroring forms, thereby providing a ‘place’ for the self to ‘be’. He suggests
that the need for subjective reflection persists throughout the life cycle and that psychoanalysis, artistic creation and religion can be seen as
cultural attempts to provide the self with resonant containment. They thus provide renewed opportunities for holding and emotional growth.
Mirroring and Attunement will provide essential reading for psychoanalysts, psychotherapists, and art therapists and be of interest to anyone
working at the interface between psychoanalysis, art and religion.
Gedo's pathbreaking exploration of the psychology of creativity incorporates first-hand material drawn from his extensive clinical work with
artists, musicians, and other exceptionally creative individuals. Using this body of clinical knowledge as conceptual anchorage, he then offers
illuminating reassessments of the artistic productivity of van Gogh, Picasso, Gauguin, and Caravaggio, and the literary productivity of
Nietzsche, Jung, and Freud.
Winner of the 2010 Haskell Norman Prize for Outstanding Achievement in Psychoanalysis! Why is dreaming the mind's single most important
psychoanalytic activity? This Art of Psychoanalysis offers a unique perspective on psychoanalysis that features a new way of conceptualizing
the role of dreaming in human psychology. Thomas Ogden's thinking has been at the cutting edge of psychoanalysis for more than 25 years.
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In this volume, he builds on the work of Freud, Klein, Winnicott, and Bion and explores the idea that human psychopathology is a
manifestation of a breakdown of the individual's capacity to dream his experience. The investigation into the role of the analyst in participating
psychologically in the patient's dreaming is illustrated throughout with elegant and absorbing accounts of clinical work, providing a fascinating
insight into the analyst's experience. Subjects covered include: a new reading of the origins of object relations theory on holding and
containing, being and dreaming on psychoanalytic writing. This engaging book succeeds in conveying not just a set of techniques but a way
of being with patients that is humane and compassionate. It will be of great interest to psychoanalysts, psychotherapists and other mental
health professionals.
The latest book in a series that seeks to illuminate Francis Bacon's art and motivations and open up fresh and stimulating ways of
understanding his paintings.
In Contemporary Psychoanalysis and Masterworks of Art and Film, Harry Trosman demonstrates that a psychoanalytic point of view can
vastly enrich one's understanding and appreciation of works of art. Drawing on current psychoanalytic views of the importance of fantasy,
attachment and individuation theory, preoedipal factors in development, and object relations, Trosman addresses the impact of
psychoanalysis on the understanding of the visual arts, painting, and film. Velázquez's Las Meninas, Giorgione's The Tempest, Rembrandt's
self-portraits, and Seurat's La Grand Jatte are among the paintings Trosman analyzes. He also considers such films as Antonioni's
L'avventura, Welles's Citizen Kane, Hitchcock's Vertigo, and Fellini's 8 1/2. The result is an insightful and innovative perspective, integrating
classical and contemporary psychoanalytic thought with art and film criticism.
This is a book to which the attention of students of art theory and criticism, and all those interested in the important application of
psychoanalysis to other fields of study, should be drawn. Psychoanalytic Aesthetics rethinks the classical account of the relation between art
and madness, creativity and psychoneurosis, and the distinction between the primary and secondary processes. It covers a great deal of
ground and reviews many psychoanalytic writers (predominantly of the British tradition) on aesthetics, as well as many of the aestheticians
using a psychoanalytic background. It is well written and there is an impressive grasp of the many writers covered. More than this, the book is
also a work of psychoanalytic scholarship, being a masterly overview of psychoanalytic schools of thought, and an in-depth study of the
British object-relations schools. It amply achieves its overriding goal to demonstrate that the work of the British School presents a significant
contribution to psychoanalytic aesthetics and criticism, updating Freud, Kris and the classical contributions to the field. It is therefore
potentially a very useful source book for future scholars of both psychoanalysis and of aesthetics.
Psychology.
A pioneering overview of art and psychoanalysis that shows how each field can enrich and enlarge the other.
Why and how do music and abstract art pack such universal appeal? Why do they often have 'therapeutic' efficacy? Between Couch and
Piano links well-established psychoanalytic ideas with historical and neurological theory to help us begin to understand some of the reasons
behind music's ubiquity and power. Drawing on new psychoanalytic understanding as well as advances in neuroscience, this book sheds light
on the role of the arts as stimulus, and as a key to creative awareness. Subjects covered include: * music in relation to the trauma of loss *
music in connection with wholeness and the sense of identity * the ability of music to jump-start normal feelings, motion and identity where
these have been seemingly destroyed by neurological disease * the theory of therapeutic efficacy of music and art. Between Couch and
Piano is a comprehensive overview that will be of interest to all those intrigued by the interrelation of psychoanalysis and the creative arts.
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James Hamilton's engaging book offers us his own unique insight into the unconscious factors involved in the creative processes associated
with painting, filmmaking, and photography by studying the lives and works of a number of artists, each one having a unique personal style. In
separate chapters, he looks at the lives and works of Mark Rothko, Joseph Cornell, Piet Mondrian, Pablo Picasso, Clement Greenberg,
Edward Weston, Ingmar Bergman, Francois Truffaut, Quentin Tarantino, and Florian von Donnersmarck from a psychoanalytic perspective
with emphasis on unconscious motivation and the quest for mastery of intrapsychic conflict. The book is bound to encourage further
questions and hypotheses about the nature of these complex phenomena.
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